ESSL-EUMETSAT annual forecaster event

Online: 20 April 2023, 12:00 – 14:30 UTC

We present MTG-related information relevant to forecasters:

- The current status of the MTG commissioning (Stephan Bojinski, EUMETSAT)
- The ESSL Testbed 2022 in retrospect and lessons learned from expert workshops (Alois Holzer, ESSL)
- Testimonial from a forecaster who participated in the ESSL Testbed 2022
- Interesting cases from 2022 revisited (Tomas Pucik, ESSL)

Info and registration pages:
https://www.eumetsat.int/essl-eumetsat-annual-forecaster-event
https://www.essl.org/cms/essl-eumetsat-annual-forecaster-event/